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1. Introduction. - The transition from a twodimensional crystal to a three-dimensional crystal with an increase in the number of layers has been studied experimentally by Moncton and Pindak in [1] . They have also studied the X-ray diffraction on thin films of a liquid crystal of butyloxybenzilidene octylanilene (40.8). The latter is smectic B in a certain temperature range. The crystal was prepared as a freely suspended film consisting of a certain number of monomolecular layers. The number of layers varied from 4 up to the value exceeding 100.
The problem of the development of long-range order due to an increase in the number of layers is of theoretical interest as well. It is acknowledged (Mermin [2] , Berezinsky [3] ) that a two-dimensional crystal has no long-range configurational order. The coherent scattering amplitude in an infinite sample equals zero whereas the diffuse scattering amplitude has peaks at momentum transfers close to certain vectors of the reciprocal lattice. The number of such peaks and the character of singularities are dependent on temperature (Jancovici [4] , Reatto and Chester [5] h Mikeshka and Schmidt [6] , Imry and Gunther [7] (3) we may get the fluctuational averages :
Note that equations (4)- (6) Equations (5), (6) should be specified. Since y is small, the next term of the expansion over k2 should be taken into account. Hence, instead of (5), (6) we shall obtain
The coefficient c has the order of magnitude of Jla2 since it is physically associated with the bend of the plane but not with the interaction between different planes.
3. Cohérent scattering. -The cross-section for the elastic X-ray scattering off a crystal is proportional to the formfactor S(q) equal to :
where q -momentum transfer, ra -radius-vector of a particle with the vector number a. The vector ra can be represented in the form r.
= a + ua. Then (7) takes the form :
The first term of (8) Let us separate the term with x = 0 from the sum over K in (9) , and replace the remaining sum by the integral over K :
The first term on the right-hand side of (10) [7] and by Pokrovsky and Uimin [8] , for magnetic systems and by Mineev [9] for layered crystals.
In the general case when the reciprocal lattice vector q has a z-component, we add to the quantity 2 W of (9) The mean values of ( ui(P) uj(-p) ) have been calculated in section 2 (Eqs. (4) , (5'), (6') where va = pa/p and (see [11] , p. 741).
In the two most interesting limits we have C-Euler constant,
These asymptotics correspond to the following behaviour of ( u,,,(r) uo(O) )(3) in various asymptotic regions :
where l5k,l-Kronecker symbol. Equation (30) has a simple physical interpretation : at small distances fluctuations of parallel displacements in various planes are independent. Therefore in each plane the correlation functions are identical to those of a two-dimensional crystal. (22) should be added the following quantities :
The last term of (34) will be neglected for the time being due to its small value. Its role will be discussed below. The correlation function for fluctuations of the transverse displacement components is calculated similarly :
The quantity ( v'(0) )(3) has been calculated in (15). The behaviour of the quantity ( v(r) v(0) ) (3) In another asymptotic region ka » JYTP, at bl! # 0 applying (30), (36), (39) we get :
The dependence on x in this case cannot be observed due to the ô-like character of the correlation function ua(r) up(O) )(3) (cf. (30)). At b ~ = 0 the dependence on K is :
Let us now study the previously neglected contribution of the mixed fluctuations ui(q) v(-q) ) to Si(q). Fluctuations of this type lead to the appearance in Si(q) of the term involving the first harmonics in the angular dependence in the plane k : 8S;(q) (kb~). In particular, in the region ka » y/, applying (6'), (30), (36), (39) we get :
In conclusion, note that the weak interplanar interaction leads to two effects. The first of them, comparatively obvious, is the increase of the diffuse scattering background which has been mentioned in [1] 
